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Abstract—Pipelined processor cores are conventionally designed
to accommodate the critical paths in the critical pipeline stage(s) in
a single clock cycle, to ensure correctness. Such conservative design
is wasteful in many cases since critical paths are rarely exercised.
Thus, configuring the pipeline to operate correctly for rarely used
critical paths targets the uncommon case instead of optimizing for
the common case. In this study, we describe Trifecta—an archi-
tectural technique that completes common-case, subcritical path
operations in a single cycle but uses two cycles when the critical
path is exercised. This increases slack for both single- and two-
cycle operations and offers a unique advantage under process vari-
ation. In contrast with existing mechanisms that trade power or
performance for yield, Trifecta improves the yield while pre-
serving performance and power. We applied this technique to the
critical pipeline stages of a superscalar out-of-order (OoO) and a
single issue in-order processor, namely instruction issue and exe-
cute, respectively. Our experiments show that the rare two-cycle
operations result in a small decrease (5% for integer and 2% for
floating-point benchmarks of SPEC2000) in instructions per cycle.
However, the increased delay slack causes an improvement in yield-
adjusted-throughput by 20% (12.7%) for an in-order (InO) pro-
cessor configuration.

Index Terms—Architecture, speculative, variation.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE frequency and voltage at which a pipelined processor
operates are typically chosen such that the delay through

the critical pipeline stage(s) can be accommodated in a clock
cycle. Because the delay through any logic stage is not a single
scalar value but a delay distribution over all possible inputs,
designs typically accommodate the worst-case delay path (i.e.,
the critical path) in the clock period. This choice of accommo-
dating worst-case delay leads to: 1) a reduction in instruction
throughput due to the slower frequencies or 2) an increase in
power due to higher operating voltage. Further, it fails to exploit
the observation that critical logic paths are rarely exercised and
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that the data-dependent paths, which are commonly exercised,
are (or can be made) subcritical.

Unfortunately, the three existing approaches to exploit
data-dependent subcritical paths have some drawbacks, which
we wish to avoid. The first approach is asynchronous compu-
tation, in which operation completion automatically triggers
subsequent computation without waiting for a clock edge. This
option is extremely complicated to design/validate for com-
plex processors. As such, we exclude this option from further
consideration in this paper. The second approach, exemplified
by circuit-level speculation (CLS) [15], is to speculate that the
delay will be subcritical and use a shorter clock cycle than the
critical path. The speculative operation will have to be verified
by comparing the results to a nonspeculative computation. If
an error is detected, a rollback/recovery is necessary to ensure
correct completion of the speculative operation (and any de-
pendent operations that used the speculative values). The two
major drawbacks of this approach are: 1) the increased area-
and power-overheads to compute the nonspeculative result
and 2) the cost of rollback/recovery, especially if dependent
instructions have consumed the speculative values. Finally,
we also consider Razor [8], which is a general post-silicon
process adjustment technique that can reduce voltage margins
by dynamic detection and correction of delay errors. When
data-dependent subcritical paths are common, Razor effectively
lowers the voltage until the subcritical paths are barely accom-
modated in the clock cycle. Razor’s unique way of exploitation
of data-dependent subcritical paths can also be termed as
speculation with rollback and recovery. The chief drawback of
Razor is the tight constraints it imposes on the allowable delay
errors. We expand on this in the related study later in Section II.

This paper describes a nonspeculative technique—Tri-
fecta—that exploits data-dependent subcritical paths without
the drawbacks of asynchrony and/or rollback/recovery. Tri-
fecta uses a clock-cycle period that is smaller than the critical
path delay. In the common case, the subcritical paths are ac-
commodated in a single clock cycle. Operations that cannot be
guaranteed to complete in one cycle are allowed to complete
over two cycles. Trifecta has two key components. First,
it uses additional logic to conservatively and quickly detect
operations which complete in one cycle by examining a subset
of input bits at runtime. The detection is conservative because
the logic delay for any detected input is guaranteed to complete
within one cycle (while some short-latency operations can be
flagged as two cycles). The detection occurs in parallel with the
logic delay and does not extend the critical path. For integer
execution units and selection logic, we demonstrate adequately
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fast detection can be achieved leaving ample room for correc-
tive action even with an aggressive 10 FO4 clock cycle.

Second, Trifecta must stall the relevant parts of the
pipeline to ensure that two-cycle operation is correctly imple-
mented. For correct operation, Trifecta must ensure that:
1) the inputs do not change for two cycles to guarantee correct
operation completion; 2) the intermediate (and potentially
incorrect) results available after one cycle are not used; and 3)
under special circumstances, if the dependents of two-cycle op-
eration are issued prematurely, they are squashed and reissued.

In this paper, we show specific instances of applying Tri-
fecta to the integer execution unit [specifically, a quaternary
tree adder [24] (QTA) in the arithmetic logic unit (ALU)] in
in-order (InO) processors; and issue logic (specifically selec-
tion logic) in out-of-order (OoO) processors as they have been
shown to be the critical pipeline stages for the respective pro-
cessor configurations [8], [18]. For the execution unit, our detec-
tion mechanism determines a one-cycle operation by examining
a central block of bits to see if it propagates a carry. If it does not,
a subcritical operation is guaranteed. For the selection logic, we
exploit the observation that older instructions are more likely to
be ready than younger instructions. By optimizing the selection
logic implementation to grant requests of older requesters expe-
ditiously, we ensure that the selection of older instructions—the
common case—occurs in a single cycle. The one-cycle detec-
tion logic checks if there is any request from the first older
instructions. If not, it assumes a two-cycle operation. For sake
of completeness, we also demonstrate how our scheme can be
extended to the integer execution unit in OoO processors. Even
though Trifectaworks completely nonspeculatively for crit-
ical pipeline stages, application of Trifecta to the execution
stage of OoO processor can result in squash/replay of immediate
dependent instructions. This happens because OoO processors
require the latency of operations to be known beforehand for
back-to-back issue of dependent instructions. Trifecta dy-
namically detects the latency of some operations to be two cycle
and can cause dependents to be issued prematurely. Note that
this happens only for direct dependents which are to be issued
in a cycle immediately following the two-cycle operation.

While the earlier discussion assumes deterministic logic
delays, Trifecta offers a unique advantage when statistical
delay variation due to manufacturing process variation (PV)
(more specifically die-to-die (D2D) variation) is considered
[22]. Trifecta can operate at nominal voltage and fre-
quency and achieve high yield as long as one-cycle operations
can complete within the nominal clock period. For the rare
case where the delay cannot be accommodated in one cycle,
Trifecta ensures correct operation over two cycles instead
of suffering timing errors. Because the instructions per cycle
(IPC) degradation is small, there is little performance penalty.
As such, Trifecta offers a key improvement over other
approaches to tolerating process variations (PVs) in that it
increases yield without degrading power (operating voltage) or
performance (instruction throughput).1 Trifecta achieves
up to 20% improvement (depending on the frequency of the
fastest bin) in yield-adjusted-throughput (YAT) over the base
case, with speed binning applied to both the cases.

1Hence, the name Trifecta.

Contributions: In summary, the three key contributions of
this paper are as follows.

1) We develop Trifecta, a nonspeculative technique to de-
tect and exploit fast operations—operations that exercise
data-dependent subcritical paths at run time.

2) We demonstrate how Trifecta can be applied to the
election and the integer execution logic in InO and OoO
processors. Compared to an improved version of CLS, our
technique achieves similar IPC on SPEC2000 benchmark
suite (better by 2.4% and 7% for integer and floating-point
benchmarks, respectively, in InO processors; and 2% for
both integer and floating-point benchmarks in OoO pro-
cessors) with significantly reduced area- and power-over-
heads.

3) We demonstrate that in contrast to existing techniques to
address PV that enhance yield by sacrificing power OR
performance, Trifecta improves yield while main-
taining power (due to operation at nominal voltage) and
performance (due to nominal frequency and negligible
IPC degradation).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II dis-
cusses related work. Section III provides a general overview
of our technique and presents a uniform framework to discuss
specific implementations of Trifecta. Sections IV and V de-
scribe the specifics of applying our technique to the integer exe-
cution unit and the selection logic, respectively. Section VI de-
scribes the impact of PV on Trifecta. Section VII describes
the evaluation methodology. We present simulation results in
Section VIII. Section IX summarizes and concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we explain the previous work done on CLS
and adder optimizations.

Ghosh et al. have proposed a design/synthesis methodology
for data-dependent varicycle operation, which optimizes the
delay of subcritical paths by resorting to transistor sizing [11].
In contrast, our techniques work at the architecture/circuit level
without the need for transistor sizing to create subcritical paths.
Ghosh et al. have further applied their technique to pipelines in
later work [10]. However, they only consider simple pipelines
of random logic without any pipeline loops. Recently, Brooks
et al. [14] proposed a technique that enhances yield at the
nominal voltage and frequency by reconfiguring architectural
blocks to consume variable latencies. Their technique is a
test-time reconfiguration technique and not a data-dependent
(i.e., runtime) technique, like Trifecta. Also, both the earlier
techniques focus on improving the yield and frequency of logic
circuits under PV. In contrast, our technique is useful even if
there is absolutely no PV. However, its benefit is magnified in
the presence of PV.

Chen et al. [7] developed the cascaded carry-select adder
(C SA). The adder nonspeculatively detects the input conditions
required for the carry to propagate through the middle set of bits.
Whenever the carry propagates through the middle bits, the op-
eration is termed as a long-latency operation and the addition
takes two cycles. Otherwise, the operation takes a single cycle.
Our two-cycle detection logic is similar to the one used by Chen
et al. [7]. However, Chen et al. studied the adder in isolation,
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while we did our analysis by merging the adder in a pipeline
and studied its behavior with real benchmarks. Moreover, they
did not analyze the behavior of the adder circuit under PV. Wol-
rich et al. [23] proposed an adder that detected all operations of
carry length of 19 or greater. It generated a stutter signal to ex-
tend the clock if a long carry chain was detected. But the circuit
used for generating stutter signal is significantly more compli-
cated than that of Chen et al. [7].

Ernst et al. proposed Razor [8], which is a circuit-level timing
speculation technique for enabling low-power operation. Razor
employs feedback-based dynamic control to adjust the voltage
levels in such a way that error rates due to critical path timing
failures are kept at an acceptable level. The errors are detected
using “shadow” latches, which latch the delayed (correct) re-
sults from the pipeline stage. In case of errors, the value from
“shadow” latches is used. Due to this dynamic feedback, Razor
is capable of correcting dynamic errors, such as those associated
with variations in voltage and temperature. Trifecta is dif-
ferent from Razor in the sense that Trifecta detects long-la-
tency operations and provides them two cycles to finish; Razor
waits until a long-latency operation actually results in an error
and employs error detection and recovery. Moreover, contrary
to Trifecta, Razor imposes strict constraints on the timing
of the delayed clock that drives “shadow” latches, and requires
additional buffers to be inserted if there are short paths in cir-
cuit. Another key difference is that Trifecta, being pre-sil-
icon technique, cannot handle dynamic errors.

Liu et al. [15] proposed a CLS technique to reduce the logic
delay of a pipeline stage. They proposed a simpler version of
the logic to implement the pipeline stage. The simpler version
is expected to give correct results most of the time. They also
included the complete version of the logic in the pipeline, which
concurrently performs the computation. Once an operation is
finished on a complete version, its result are matched against the
speculative version. If the results fail to match, the operation is
issued again on the complete version. All the instructions that
used the results of the speculative version are reissued. Liu et al.
had a large area overhead because they required the complete
versions of each pipeline stage. Nevertheless, we present the
IPC numbers of their scheme in Section VIII for comparison.

III. Trifecta OVERVIEW

Trifecta is a technique that partitions inputs to any logic
stage into two sets such that all inputs in one set complete the
operation in one cycle and inputs in the other set complete in two
cycles. We describe Trifecta in terms of the following set of
four questions. The set of questions serves as a common frame-
work to discuss implementations of Trifecta as applied to
specific pipeline stages in Sections IV and V.

1) Which pipeline stage should Trifecta be applied to?
Trifecta must be targeted to the clock-critical pipeline
stage, since there is no performance advantage if it is
applied to a pipeline stage that does not determine the
frequency. Note that such clock-determining stages are
usually “singleton pipeline loops,” which feed the output
of the pipeline stage back to the input for the next instruc-
tion. Pipelining singleton loops prevents back-to-back

issue of dependent instructions and thus cannot be accom-
plished without significant loss of performance [4]. In InO
pipelines, the EX stage (with bypassing) is a singleton
loop and forms a critical stage [8]. In a dynamically
scheduled, OoO superscalar processor, rename logic, issue
logic, and EX stage are the critical singleton pipeline
loops [18], [4], [13]. However, we omit the rename logic
from consideration because previous studies show that
it is not clock-critical [18]. All other pipeline stages can
be pipelined without significant penalty since they do
not affect back-to-back issue of dependent instructions.
For example, Hrishikesh et al. have demonstrated that
nonsingleton loops in predictable outer loops (e.g., branch
resolution loop) can be pipelined without any significant
performance degradation [13]. As such, we apply Tri-
fecta to those two stages/processor configurations.

2) Are subcritical paths common? If not, can they be made
common?
Just as caches are beneficial only when there is locality,
Trifecta is beneficial only when subcritical delays are
the common case. Therefore, we do not make a claim that
Trifecta can be applied to all pipeline stages. However,
in some cases, critical paths are naturally rare (i.e., under
random inputs) compared to subcritical paths because they
are exercised by a very small subset of inputs. For example,
the critical path in a ripple-carry adder is exercised only
when the carry ripples through the entire width of the word.
As long as those input values are not frequent in the work-
load, common-case subcritical path operation can be as-
sumed. A more interesting case occurs when some input
combinations are more popular than others but they exer-
cise a critical path. In this case, it may be possible to re-
design the logic to reduce the delay suffered by the fre-
quently occurring inputs. We demonstrate an example of
this approach in Section V.

3) How does Trifecta detect one-/two-cycle operation?
If there exists a subset of inputs for which the common-
case operation is guaranteed to never exceed one-cycle (as
discussed earlier), then the detection logic simply has to
detect those input combinations. Ideally, the input combi-
nations will be a function of a small subset of input bits and
can be evaluated with little delay.

4) How is two-cycle operation implemented?
In general, two-cycle operation is implemented by en-
suring that: 1) inputs do not change after the first clock
cycle and 2) the (potentially incorrect) value available
after one cycle is not used by any subsequent logic stage.

In Sections IV and V, we use the above framework to describe
how Trifecta is applied to the integer adder (in InO and OoO
pipelines) and instruction selection logic (in an OoO processor
pipeline), respectively.

IV. INTEGER EXECUTION UNITS

A. Base Configuration

The clock-critical paths in integer ALUs are almost always
associated with the adder core within the ALU. As such, we
limit the discussion in this section to the adder core within the
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Fig. 1. The execution unit.

ALU. We model the entire ALU when it comes to delay evalu-
ation. This includes input/output muxes and the loopback bus,
as shown in Fig. 1(b).

In high-performance microprocessors, 64-bit adders are
implemented using carry look-ahead (CLA-based) adders.
The Kogge–Stone adder forms the basis of CLA adders, and
it implements the full carry-merge operation at each bit. The
Han–Carlson adder performs only alternate (either odd or
even) carry-merge operations, resulting in a circuit that is about
40% the size of the Kogge–Stone adder [16]. The QTA [24]
performs the computation with significantly less overhead than
the Han–Carlson. It combines the speed of the CLA adder with
the lower complexity of the CSA. It implements a sparse tree
adder and generates every 16th carry-out, i.e., C15, C31, and
C47, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The generation of C47 forms the
critical path.

The generation of C3, C7, C11, C19, , C59 is implemented
in parallel with C15, C31, and C47 in a carry-merge tree as-
suming a carry-in of 0 or 1. Cin, C15, C31, and C47 are used to
select between the outputs of these smaller carry-merge trees as
shown in Fig. 1(a). Finally, the sum for every four bits S[3:0],
S[7:4], , S[63:60] is computed in parallel assuming that the
carry-in is both a 1 and a 0. The carry bits Cin, C3, C7, C11,
C15, , C59 are used to select the final sum. Relative to the
Han–Carlson adder, the QTA results in an adder implementation
that reduces the fan-outs of the carry-merge tree by 50% and re-
duces the wiring density by 80% [16]. This results in an adder
implementation that is faster, smaller, and more power efficient
than the Han–Carlson [17], [16], [24]. The rest of the discussion
explains how the proposed scheme is applied to a 64-bit QTA
that was implemented as the adder core in the integer ALU.

B. Input Distribution

To ascertain that the data-dependent delays are indeed sub-
critical in the common case, we exploit the following two ob-
servations. First, we exploit the observation that only a small
subset of input combinations exercise the critical path in the
specific case of the adder. The above observation is intuitive for
the ripple-carry adder since the critical path is exercised only
when the carry is propagated through every bit-position. How-
ever, similar intuition can be applied with minor modifications

wherever carry chains exist and it has been used in the context
of other adders elsewhere [23], [7].

Second, circuit researchers have shown that long-latency adds
can be detected by observing a subset of centrally located input
bits [7]. If any one of the central bit positions generates (1 and
1) or sinks (0 and 0) a carry, we know that the long carry chain
is broken. Generalizing the observation, if we consider k central
bits, the probability that the carry from the lower half of the
computation will affect the upper half will be for random
inputs. Thus, in the common case (assuming random inputs),
the carry chain is indeed broken, resulting in subcritical path
operations most of the time.

However, since application values are not random, we must
explicitly demonstrate that two-cycle operations are rare in real
programs. Simulations with SPEC2000 benchmark suite reveal
that: 1) two-cycle operations are indeed rare (fewer than 4%)
and 2) two-cycle operations invariably occur because of adding
two numbers that are of small magnitude and dissimilar sign. In
2’s complement representation, small numbers have either 1’s
or 0’s due to sign extension. It is these 1’s and 0’s that form
a carry-propagation chain leading to long-latency adder opera-
tions. We discuss this in detail in Section VIII-A.

C. Two-Cycle Detection

As previously mentioned and as indicated in Fig. 1(a), the
critical path of the QTA is the generation of C47. Our detection
logic uses the eight central bit-positions from position 32 to po-
sition 39. If there is a single pair of bits in bit positions 32:39
that are identical (11 or 00), the carry propagation is broken. In
this case, the generation of C47 does not depend on C31. In fact,
C47 is generated at the same time as C15, and the delay of this
operation becomes the time required to generate C31, which our
detection logic flags as a one-cycle operation. The remaining in-
puts that exercise the full critical path (i.e., the delay it takes to
generate C47) use a two-cycle operation.

Note that unlike the ripple-carry adder where the delay of
the subcritical paths is approximately half of the overall crit-
ical path delay, the delay of the critical path in the QTA is only
approximately 14%–20% longer than that of the longest sub-
critical path. This is because the shorter paths only reduce one
level of logic in the tree as shown in Fig. 1(a). Ghosh et al. have
proposed special sizing algorithms [11], which can be used to
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increase the difference between the critical and subcritical op-
erations given an area constraint. For this study, we restricted
ourselves to full static logic and we did not employ any special-
ized sizing algorithms.

D. Implementation

Since the adder is the critical stage in a single issue InO pro-
cessor, a simple pipeline stall (either by clock gating or other
write-disabling means) can ensure that the correct two-cycle
operation occurs. It simultaneously ensures that inputs do not
change and that the potentially erroneous results are not used.
We have experimentally verified that it is feasible to stall an OoO
processor (Section V), thus stalling for InO processor should not
be an issue.

Application of the same technique to OoO processors is
slightly more complicated. OoO processors issue immediate
dependents of operations based on the known latency of the
operations. For example, if an add instruction is producing a
result that is used by a load instruction immediately following
it, the load instruction would be scheduled in the cycle imme-
diately following add instruction, since the add operation is
known to complete in one cycle. However, if we have applied
Trifecta to the adder, the add operation might take two
cycles. Even though the add operation would be detected to
take two cycles soon after it is issued, it would not be possible
to stall the load instruction as it would be already woken up.
Our solution is to squash those immediate dependent instruc-
tions and reissue them. This requires no significant hardware
modifications, since a similar mechanism is already used for
handling cache misses in OoO processors.

V. SELECTION LOGIC

In this section, we give the details of the application of Tri-
fecta to the instruction selection logic in an OoO processor.
We start by explaining the base configuration. Then, we point
out the observations that we made to apply our technique, fol-
lowed by a description of two-cycle detection. We conclude this
section by giving a detailed description of our implementation.

A. Base Configuration

In an OoO processor, instruction selection logic is required to
select instructions from a pool of ready instructions. We assume
a split issue window, i.e., instructions go to different issue win-
dows based on the type of functional units they use. Instructions
wait in the issue window for their operands to become ready.
When all the operands of an instruction are ready, it raises a re-
quest signal. The selection logic uses an arbiter tree to select in-
structions for issue from all the instructions that have raised their
request signal. If an instruction is selected, its corresponding
grant signal is asserted. Fig. 2(a) reproduces the arbiter tree for
the selection logic as described by Palacharla et al. [18]. We as-
sume that each arbiter cell gives a higher priority to instructions
on the left. Moreover, in each cycle, instructions are compacted
in the issue window to the left, making space for newer instruc-
tions [9]. Thus, our selection policy is oldest-first. Others have
observed that variations in selection policy do not cause any
significant changes in performance [6]. In order to handle mul-
tiple functional units of the same type, the arbiters are stacked

Fig. 2. Selection logic (from [18], the dashed line shows our modifications).
(a) Selection logic modification. (b) Two-cycle detection logic.

as shown in Fig. 2(b). The request signal for the second func-
tional unit is asserted only if there was a request for the first
functional unit and it was not granted. For further details, we
refer the reader to [18].

B. Input Distribution

We exploit the observation that in the common case, at least
some older instructions are ready for issue. Note that this obser-
vation does not imply that younger instructions are not ready;
only that some older instructions are ready in the common case.
Even aggressive ILP exposing techniques that extract ILP from
deep within the instruction window do not alter this observa-
tion. We demonstrate later that, even with perfect memory dis-
ambiguation and perfect branch prediction to expose ILP, the
observation remains true. When we consider the earlier obser-
vation in terms of inputs to the arbiter tree, we conclude that in
the common case, at least some of the first few inputs are likely
to be activated. However, the logarithmic delay to traverse the
arbiter tree is more or less uniform for all grants. (The priority
encoders do create additional delay for lower priority requesters.
Thus, older instruction grants are actually slightly faster than
younger instruction grants.) However, we can improve the la-
tency of older instruction grants by modifying the arbiter tree.
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Instead of using the grant signal from the root node, we bypass
the enable signal from the functional unit beyond the root cell.
This bypassed signal replaces the grant signal (GRANT0), as
shown in Fig. 2(a). Because we always prioritize older instruc-
tions, and because priority encoders never forward a grant un-
less an instruction has raised a request, the bypass path does not
alter the functionality of the arbiter tree. By doing so, we reduce
the latency of a grant signal to the left-most subtree of the ar-
biter. After this modification, the delay between a request signal
and the grant signal for the first few instructions is shorter than
the later instructions. The first few entries, which we look at for
selection, will be referred to as focus window in the rest of the
paper.

C. Two-Cycle Detection

If the arbiter tree has to select only one instruction for one
functional unit, the two-cycle detection operation is very simple.
We simply look at the request signal for the focus window. If any
of those request signals is asserted, then the selection operation
is going to be subcritical and can complete in one cycle. If none
of the instructions in the focus window is ready, then there is a
possibility of a two-cycle operation. We observed that in a sig-
nificant number of cycles, no instruction is ready for issue. If all
those cycles are detected as long-latency cycles, there would be
a significant degradation in performance. To solve that problem,
we introduce a zero-detection logic, which checks if none of the
request signals is asserted. This zero-detection logic can work in
parallel with the rest of the two-cycle detection circuit and does
not introduce an additional delay. Thus, the two-cycle signal is
asserted only if the only ready instructions are located outside
the focus window.

If the arbiter has to select a request from multiple functional
units, the two-cycle detection is more complicated and is shown
in Fig. 2(b). In this case, simply looking for a ready instruc-
tion in the focus window will not suffice. This is because the
selection logic has to select two ready instructions, one for each
functional unit. If there is only one ready instruction in the focus
window, the selection logic has to select a ready instruction from
the rest of the entries in the issue window. We solve this problem
by looking at the request signals for the second functional unit.
If any of the request signals in the focus window of the second
functional unit is asserted, it means that adequate instructions
are active in focus window and we detect it as a single-cycle op-
eration. Note that the zero-detection logic in this case looks at
all the entries other than the focus window. Thus, if the focus
window has an inadequate number of instructions, and if there
exist ready instructions in the rest of issue window entries (de-
tected by zero-detection logic), we will flag it as a two-cycle
operation.

D. Implementation

In the rest of this section, we give details of how the modified
selection logic interacts with the rest of the pipeline.

When a two-cycle operation is detected, the instruction se-
lection logic will take two cycles to select an instruction from
the ready instructions. As previously described in Section III,
we must ensure that the inputs are preserved during the second

cycle and also that the potentially incorrect output is not used.
Therefore, we have to ensure that no new instruction becomes
ready during the second cycle, as that would change the inputs
to our circuit and may result in inconsistent outcome. As men-
tioned earlier, we assume a separate instruction issue window
for each type of instruction. If a critical operation is detected on
any of the issue window, we stall the dispatch stage to ensure no
new instructions are placed in issue windows (as new instruc-
tions might already be ready to issue). Further, the write back
stage is stalled too, so that no tags are broadcasted and no new
instructions are woken up. We assume that pipeline stages are
stalled by clock gating their input latches.

Since stalling in an OoO processor is more complicated than
in an InO processor, it is important to ensure that the detection
and stalling delay does not become longer than the delay of the
subcritical operation. We evaluated the Illinois Verilog model
(IVM) [1], a publicly available OoO processor model. We mod-
ified and configured the model to conform to our performance
simulations (with exception of a floating-point unit, which the
IVM model does not currently have). We then synthesized it
to IBM 180 nm technology, and measured the maximum delay
required to stall. The total stall delay was 29.7% of the short
path. Although this result is specific to the model that we used,
it clearly shows that there is sufficient time to detect and stall
the pipeline when a two-cycle operation is required.

Our results in Section VIII-A show that two-cycle operations
are infrequent and the corresponding decrease in IPC is 5% for
integer and 2% for floating-point benchmarks, respectively.

VI. PROCESS VARIATIONS AND Trifecta

Thus far, we have presented Trifecta as purely driven
by the motivation to exploit common-case, subcritical path op-
erations. In this section, we describe the advantages of Tri-
fecta to improve yield under PV without hurting power or
performance.

Manufacturing process parameter variation, and the conse-
quent statistical delay variation of circuits, is quickly becoming
a major impediment that is preventing the efficient design of
VLSI systems in sub-100nm CMOS technologies [5], [22].
Process variation is usually classified into two categories:
D2D or inter-die, which is variation across different dies; and
within-die (WID) or intra-die, which is variation among tran-
sistors within each die. D2D variation changes the performance
corner (fast or slow) of a particular die. This variation affects
each transistor in the die in a systematic way; i.e., if a die is in
the high (slow) corner, all transistors will have high . On
the other hand, WID variation affects each transistor differently,
and it is possible to have a die with transistors having different

’s within close proximity.
Traditional responses to D2D PV typically operate by sacri-

ficing one of power (i.e., increasing supply voltage to operate
the part at nominal frequency and given yield), yield (i.e., de-
creasing yield at nominal frequency and voltage), or perfor-
mance (i.e., decreasing frequency under nominal voltage for a
given yield). In contrast, Trifecta offers a clear advantage
over the earlier options because it offers the rare triple-combina-
tion, wherein parts can achieve significantly higher yield while
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TABLE I
SIMULATED PROCESSOR CONFIGURATION

TABLE II
FUNCTIONAL UNIT AND ISSUE WINDOW CONFIGURATION

continuing to operate at nominal voltage and frequency. This
is because inputs that would normally cause a timing error can
now operate correctly since they are computed over two cycles
instead of one. Because the IPC degradation is small and the part
operates at nominal frequency, there is little performance loss.
One caveat that Trifecta must consider is that if WID PV
causes the delay of the critical path to exceed twice the delay
of the longest subcritical path (which is used to set the clock
period), Trifecta will fail. Using a combination of architec-
ture-level instruction throughput simulation and Monte Carlo
HSPICE simulations, we quantify the benefits of Trifecta
under PV in Section VI. Although our experiments model both
D2D and WID PV, our technique really targets D2D PV. The
WID effect is included to show that the delay of critical paths
does not exceed twice that of the subcritical paths even under
significant WID PV. Our results (shown later in Section VIII)
indicate thatTrifecta achieves 20% and 12.7% improvement
in YAT for the SPEC2000 benchmark suite (on average) for the
InO and OoO processor configurations, respectively.

VII. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

We used Simplescalar 3.0 [3] to perform the architectural
simulations with the Alpha ISA. The configuration of the simu-
lated OoO processor is described in Table I. We assume that no
more than two integer instructions may be executed in a given
cycle (other issue restrictions depend on the number of func-
tional units as listed in Table II). Effectively, our configuration
is able to issue four instructions in a cycle only if there are ad-
equate functional units for those instruction types. Similar in-
struction issue restrictions exist in real processors [12]. We mod-
ified Simplescalar to model separate instruction issue queues for

different types of instructions. The instruction queue configura-
tion that we used is shown in Table II. We used a focus window
size of 8 for all the issue windows.

For simulating the InO processor, all the other configuration
parameters are the same as the realistic configuration of the OoO
processor except that the instructions are issued in order fetch-,
decode-, issue-, and commit-bandwidth is limited to 1. We used
SimPoint’s early simulation points [19] to pick the simulation
points, and simulated 100 million instruction for each bench-
mark in the SPEC2000 benchmark suite.

When applying Trifecta to the integer execution unit, we
considered all the instructions which use the adder.2 These in-
clude adds, subtracts, and address calculation for load and store
instructions. The address calculation part of load and store is
treated as a separate instruction, which is executed in the integer
ALU. When the address calculation is completed, the result is
supplied to the load/store instructions residing in the load/store
units. If a long-latency add operation is detected, the adder is set
to be occupied for two cycles.

Circuit-Level Speculation: Liu et al. [15] applied their CLS
technique to rename, selection, and execution (adder). For selec-
tion, they approximated the full circuit by selecting only from
the first few instructions (we use the same definition of focus
window and use an identical focus window size as our scheme,
i.e., 8). There is no mis-speculation in this case, and there is no
complete version required for this pipeline stage. For the adder,
Liu et al. assumed a CLA, which looks at only the last 4 bits for
generation of a carry. The results of this speculative adder are
compared against a slow adder which takes two cycles. CLS re-
quires two such adders in order to start a verification operation in
each cycle. On mis-speculation, the offending instruction and all
dependent instructions that used the wrong value are reissued.
We introduced a simple optimization to CLS. Instead of reis-
suing the mis-speculated operation, we read the correct value
from the complete adder one cycle after the speculated instruc-
tion completes. If any dependent instructions are issued before
the correct version finishes, they are reissued.

Process Variation: We evaluated Trifecta for PV by per-
forming HSPICE Monte Carlo simulations to measure the de-
lays of both the critical path and the longest subcritical path op-
erations. Since it is possible that a near-critical path will become
critical under PV, we measured two sets of delays. One set con-
tained all the delays that were within 5% of the critical path
(delay for the long operation), while the other set contained all
the paths whose delays were within 5% of the short operation.
The actual delay for each set was the maximum delay in the set.

We lump the effects of various PV sources (random dopant
fluctuation, effective length, and oxide thickness variations) into
the threshold voltage, . For each simulation, we assign a
threshold voltage for each transistor from the following equa-
tion: T T , where T is the
nominal threshold voltage when there is no PV, and

are the normally distributed D2D and WID standard
deviations, respectively. In each circuit, the is the same
for all transistors, while each transistor is assigned a different

2Recall that instructions that do not exercise the adder do not exercise the
critical path.
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Fig. 3. Trifecta: IPC degradation on single issue InO.

T . We measure the maximum delays of the short and long
paths for 1000 simulations for both the selection logic and the
ALU. Note that the integer ALU included muxes and drivers as
shown in Fig. 1(b). The loopback bus for result bypassing was
simulated as a fixed load capacitance to avoid feedback-related
convergence problems in SPICE. The adder delay accounts for
80% of the total ALU delay.

VIII. RESULTS

The three primary conclusions from our simulations are the
following.

1) Trifecta achieves comparable IPC as CLS, with
2.4%–7% improvement in IPC on average. Note, the
minor gains in performance must be viewed in conjunc-
tion with the fact that CLS has significant area- and
power-overheads.

2) The circuit performance results for Trifecta reveal, as
expected, that there is a well-defined separation between
short and long paths, which is maintained even under PV.

3) Trifecta improves the YAT by as much as 20% (12.7%)
for the InO (OoO) configuration compared to the base case
with speed binning applied to both the cases.

The remainder of this section is organized as follows.
Section VIII-A presents results to show the IPC degradation
caused by two-cycle operations in our scheme. For these re-
sults, we compare against an ideal base case which completes
all operations in one cycle. Next, we describe the results
of our HSPICE simulations to quantify circuit performance
(Section VIII-B) and the impact of PV (Section VIII-C). Finally,
we quantify the improvement in YAT by using a combination
of the architectural simulation data and the circuit performance
data in Section VIII-D.

A. Effect of Two-Cycle Operation on IPC

InO processor: For the InO processor, we applied our tech-
nique to the integer execution unit. The results we obtained are
presented in Fig. 3. For the base case, we assumed an integer
ALU which can complete all operations in a single cycle. Fig. 3
plots the IPC with occasional two-cycle operations normalized
to the base case. It can be seen that the performance loss due to
two-cycle additions is negligible (less than 2% and 1% for in-
teger and floating-point benchmarks, respectively). We note that
all two-cycle additions are due to the addition of small num-
bers of dissimilar sign. We extend CLS to the InO processor
and our results show a trend similar to the OoO processor with

Fig. 4. Trifecta: IPC degradation on OoO with realistic configuration.
(a) Issue. (b) Adder. (c) Issue and adder.

CLS losing 4% and 3% of performance respectively, compared
to base case. The IPC of CLS is worse than Trifecta by 2%
on average, for both integer and floating-point benchmarks.

OoO processor: Fig. 4(a) shows the results of the applica-
tion of our technique to the selection logic. The IPC is nor-
malized to the base case. Results for CLS are also shown for
reference. There is a decrease in IPC of 5% and 2% on av-
erage for integer and floating-point benchmarks, respectively.
Trifecta and CLS achieve comparable IPCs on all bench-
marks except vpr, art, ammp, and fma3d where CLS per-
forms worse by up to 40%. This results in IPC degradation of
1.7% and 8.5% for integer and floating-point benchmarks on
average for CLS, compared to Trifecta. The reason for the
lower performance of CLS relative to Trifecta is that CLS
selects ready instructions only from the focus window. Thus,
if there are older instructions in the issue window, which are
waiting for a long-latency operation such as a cache miss, no
other instructions would be issued even if there are ready in-
structions outside the focus window.

The minimal decrease in IPC from restricting the issue to the
focus window for short-latency operations can be explained by
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the following observation. We found that in the majority of cy-
cles (91% for integer and 93% for floating point with the re-
alistic configuration, and 89% for integer and 93% for floating
point with the ideal configuration), the single-cycle select oper-
ation is possible. This means that we can select as many ready
instructions as the number of available functional units from the
focus window. The remainder are two-cycle operations.

To rule out the possibility that branch prediction or memory
dependencies are choking ILP (and resulting in a weakened base
configuration), we also simulate an ideal configuration that has
perfect branch prediction and perfect load dependence predic-
tion. With the perfect load dependence predictor, a load is is-
sued as soon as the last store to the same address is ready. A
store is defined as ready if its effective address has been cal-
culated and its operands (from which the value to be stored is
calculated) are ready. It is assumed that the load directly reads
the value from the last store, using the load/store queue. We no-
ticed that with the ideal configuration, the IPC of Trifecta
degrades slightly (within 1%), but the IPC of CLS is worse than
Trifecta by 4.3% and 8.4% for integer and floating-point
benchmarks, respectively. The reason behind this trend is that
the ideal configuration exposes more ILP, thus making more of
the instructions beyond focus window ready to be issued. This
affects Trifecta to a smaller degree, since the instructions
beyond the focus window are issued too (using the two-cycle
operation). In the case of CLS, instructions beyond the focus
window are not issued at all, causing its performance to be worse
than Trifecta.

We also performed experiments to study the application of
Trifecta to the execution stage of an OoO processor, as
described in Section IV-D. We noticed that the performance of
Trifecta for the execution stage of an OoO processor is the
same as CLS. This is because both of them cause long-latency
instructions to take two cycles and cause the immediate depen-
dent instructions to reissue.3 Fig. 4(b) shows the performance
(IPC) results for the execution stage of an OoO processor. Since
Trifecta and CLS are the same numerically, we show only
one bar for each benchmark. The average IPC loss is 12% and
6% for integer and floating-point benchmarks, respectively.
Fig. 4(c) shows the results for the case when both issue and
execution stages can have two-cycle operations. Trifecta’s
IPC is lower than the base case by 16% and 8% for integer
and floating-point benchmarks, on average. CLS is worse than
Trifecta by 2.4% and 7% for integer and floating-point
benchmarks. As expected, the IPC in this case is lower (both
for Trifecta and CLS) than the cases when only one of the
two stages can have two-cycle operations.

B. Circuit-Level Performance of Adder and Select Under
Process Variation

The circuits were implemented in Verilog and synthe-
sized using Synopsys Design Compiler to a 0.25 m tech-
nology library containing both logic and wire models. A
Verilog-HSPICE netlist converter was then used to generate the
HSPICE netlists. The dimensions of the circuits were scaled
down to 70 nm and the predictive technology model (PTM)

3Notice thatTrifecta still has less area overhead than CLS, since the adder
does not have to be replicated.

TABLE III
NORMALIZED CIRCUIT DELAYS AND OVERHEAD

70 nm model was used for HSPICE simulations [2]. The area
and power overhead computed by Synopsys design compiler
and the delays from HSPICE are shown in Table III.

Adder circuit performance: First, the critical path was
measured. It was found that the delay from bit A[0] to bits
SUM[63:57] was within 1% of each other depending on
whether the signals were rising or falling, so the maximum of
delay was measured. Next, the delay of the short addition was
measured. Similar to the earlier measurement, it was found that
the delay from A[0] to S[36:29] was the maximum delay for the
short operations. Moreover, the delay of the short operations
was approximately 16% shorter than the delay of the critical
path operations.

The delay of the carry length detection circuit (CLDC) is also
important to consider. If the delay is larger than the delay of the
short addition, then the delay of the short addition becomes the
delay of detection. Since we detect 8 bits, the delay of detection
is equivalent to the delay of an 8-bit carry-merge tree.

Table III shows the delay of the CLDC and the short addition
normalized to the critical path in the adder. It also shows the area
and power overheads of our modification normalized to the base
case.

Selection logic circuit: The selection logic was also imple-
mented as described earlier. HSPICE delay measurements were
made to determine the delay of the long selection path, short
selection path, and the detection logic. We measured the time
it takes from request assertion to the grant signal generation.
For the stacked selection logic, the delay is the
total delay measured from request signal to grant[31] for FU2,
assuming that grant[15] for FU1 is also generated (only req[15]
and req[31] were asserted). Since the grant signal for FU2
is generated based on the grant of FU1 will determine
the total delay. Similar to the delay measurements of the adder,
several paths were found to be near-critical. Therefore, several
of these paths were measured. Table III shows the delay of the
two-cycle detection circuit. It also shows the delay of longest
subcritical path for both the original selection logic and the by-
passed selection logic. The delay numbers are normalized to the
nominal critical path delay in the selection logic. The table also
shows the area and power overheads (normalized to the base
case) of our modifications over base selection logic and by-
passed selection logic.

C. Effects of Process Variation

Figs. 5 and 6 show the effects of PV on the proposed
technique. For this discussion, the term nominal refers to the
delay when there is no PV. For all simulations, we assumed

% and %. We normalize both
the critical and short path delays to the nominal critical path
delay. For the proposed scheme, it is evident that the scheme
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Fig. 5. QTA a. Short and Critical Path Delay Normalized to Nom-
inal Delay, b. Short Path Delay Normalized to Critical Path Delay.
� � ��%� � � ��%.

would break down if, due to PVs, the delay of the critical paths
exceeded twice the delay of the longest subcritical path. In
this case, more than two cycles would be required to perform
the computation, and this would require a complicated mod-
ification to the detection logic. Therefore, it is important to
ensure that this situation does not occur. D2D variations are
unlikely to cause this situation to occur because the delay of
all paths is impacted equally. However, if the effects of WID
variation were extreme, it is quite possible that this scenario
would occur. We evaluated the proposed scheme, taking into
account significant WID variation % . For
each simulation, we measured the maximum delay of the short
paths and the critical path. We first evaluate the QTA under PV.
As previously mentioned, the delay of the short path is 84%
of the critical path delay. Since no modifications are made to
the adder to reduce the short path delay (such as the bypass
in the selection logic), it is important to ensure that the circuit
operates even under severe variation. Fig. 5(a) shows the delay
distribution (normalized to the nominal critical path) for both
the critical and longest subcritical paths. From the overlap of
the areas under the curves, it would appear as if there is no clear
distinction between short and critical paths. However, if we
plot the longest subcritical path normalized to the critical path
delay of the same circuit (i.e., same D2D variation) as shown in
Fig. 5(b), the distinction is clear. Even under significant WID
variation, the scheme performs as expected. Similar simulations
were then performed for the selection logic, and the results are
plotted in Fig. 6(a) and (b). For the modified selection logic, the
normalized delay (normalized to the critical path delay) of the
short paths remains well below 80%, indicating that even under
such WID variation, the bypassed selection logic still performs
correctly. The base selection logic exhibits similar distribution
in delay under PV, although the normalized short path delay
exceeds 90% for a few circuits as shown in Fig. 6(b).

Fig. 6. Selection logic : comparison of nominal, short path and critical path
delays. � � ��%� � � ��%. (a) Base selection logic. (b) By-
passed selection logic.

D. Improvements in YAT

We use a metric called YAT [20], [21] to evaluate the im-
provement offered by our scheme. YAT factors in yield, IPC,
and clock frequency and gives a consolidated metric for com-
parison in the presence of PV. We apply speed binning to both
Trifecta and the base case. For binning, we choose the bin
spacing to be 10% of the nominal clock period, and take as
many bins as necessary to ensure that all the chips function (i.e.,
overall yield is 100%). Consider an arbitrary bin (say th) that
operates at frequency and has samples out of a total of

samples. The contribution of the given bin to the overall
YAT is defined as where is the
yield of the bin. The aggregate YAT is computed as the sum-
mation of the YAT contributions of all bins and is given by

. Since Trifecta sets the
frequency of a chip based on subcritical paths, Trifecta will
be able to operate at a higher frequency, resulting in more yield
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Fig. 7. YAT with speed binning. (a) InO processor with adder. (b) OoO processor with select. (c) OoO processor with adder. (d) OoO processor with adder and
select.

at higher frequency bins. Moreover, since the IPC degradation
due to Trifecta is small, the YAT of Trifecta will be sig-
nificantly better. We measured YAT at different cut-off clock pe-
riods (cutoff period corresponds to the frequency of the fastest
bin). Fig. 7(a) plots the YAT for an InO processor with Tri-
fecta applied to the adder logic. We used average IPC (for
both integer and floating-point benchmarks) for the purpose of
these computations. The y-axis shows the aggregate YAT while
the x-axis shows the cut-off period, which is the period of the
fastest bin. Fig. 7(a) shows that Trifecta has an improve-
ment of 20% over base case if the fastest bin is operated at the
nominal frequency. The improvements diminish as the cutoff
clock period increases. This is because even the base case is
able to operate at the lower frequencies (higher cutoff clock pe-
riods) with reasonable yield. Beyond a threshold, slowing the
cutoff clock period burdens Trifecta with the disadvantages
of two-cycle operation (thus reducing IPC). However, Tri-
fecta loses the advantage of improved yield because both
Trifecta and the base case can operate correctly at slow
frequencies. Consequently, the lower IPC of Trifecta leads
to a lower YAT. Therefore, we disable Trifecta for cut-off
frequencies which are low enough to show no YAT improve-
ment. Disabling Trifecta can be trivially achieved by al-
ways de-asserting the two-cycle detection logic, which requires
a single-bit enable/disable signal. We empirically observe from
Fig. 7 that the thresholds were approximately 20% of nom-

inal clock period for OoO designs and approximately 40% of
nominal clock period for the InO processor. This is effectively
equivalent to saying that yield degradation due to PV can be
countered by having 20% and 40% slower clock periods for
OoO and InO processors, respectively. Fig. 7(b) shows YAT re-
sults for an OoO processors with Trifecta applied to the se-
lection logic. In this case, Trifecta shows a YAT improve-
ment of 12.7% over the base case for nominal frequency. For
the sake of completeness, we also show YAT results for the
adder in the OoO processor in Fig. 7(c). Again, Trifecta
shows 11.2% improvement over base case at nominal clock fre-
quency, with gains diminishing as clock frequency of the fastest
bin is lowered. Finally, when Trifecta is applied to both se-
lect and adder as shown in Fig. 7(d), the improvement in YAT
is 7.3%. This decrease in IPC is primarily due to the lower
IPC that results since two-cycle operations are now possible
both in the select and the execution stages of the pipeline (see
Section VIII-A).

IX. CONCLUSION

The conventional design approach wherein clock cycles are
designed to accommodate the worst-case delay is a wasteful
design approach that leads to reduced performance and/or in-
creased power consumption. Previous approaches for exploiting
common-case data-dependent subcritical paths suffer from ei-
ther high design complexity (asynchronous computation) or in-
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creased performance overhead of speculation and potential roll-
back and recovery.

This paper proposes Trifecta—a nonspeculative tech-
nique to exploit data-dependent subcritical paths. Trifecta
uses fast, conservative one-cycle operation detection to ensure
that inputs that exercise subcritical paths complete in a single
cycle. Other inputs require two cycles to complete. We demon-
strate the application of Trifecta to the critical stages of InO
(integer execution) and OoO (select) processor configurations.
Simulations reveal that Trifecta performs better by 2.4%
and 7% than CLS for integer and floating-point benchmarks
respectively, for the OoO processor. For the InO processor,
Trifecta improves the performance by 2% over an improved
version of CLS. Although the performance gap is not signifi-
cant, the nonspeculative nature of Trifecta reduces the area-
and power-overheads associated with CLS, while achieving
comparable performance. Trifecta’s benefits are significant
when we consider D2D PV. Unlike other PV-tolerating tech-
niques, such as speed binning, adaptive body biasing (ABB)
[5][22], and dynamic voltage scaling, Trifecta offers the
rare triple combination of power-performance-yield. For the
InO (OoO) processor configuration, Trifecta offers a 20%
(12.7%) improvement in YAT for SPEC2000 benchmark suite.
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